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INTRODUCTION

**Mbox Media Server Software Version 4.3.1**

Software version 4.3.1 is now available for the Mbox media server applications - Mbox Designer, Mbox Studio, and Mbox Mini - as well as for Mbox Director, Daemon, Remote, and Launcher.

Software version 4.3.1 is recommended for all users as it resolves the playback issues found in the initial v4.3 release. Please note that due to the changes in the playback engine we recommend testing with the new software before switching any ongoing shows from v4.2 to v4.3.1.

Mbox Daemon, Remote, and Launcher have no changes between v4.3 and v4.3.1, but their version numbers have been updated to the same number as the Mbox application to eliminate confusion.

---

WARNING!! Mbox v4.3.1 is not fully compatible with macOS 10.14 Mojave. **DO NOT UPGRADE TO MOJAVE** until notified that Mbox is compatible. This will happen in an upcoming release.

---

Overview

Software version 4.3.1 provides bug fixes for issues in Mbox and Mbox Director. A list of corrected issues can be found below.

**Corrected Issues**

**Mbox:**

+ Fix issue with movie content not reappearing if the movie is paused, opacity is reduced to 0 then restored.
+ Fix issue with restart/reset playmodes where wrong frame was shown briefly when opacity restored.
+ Fix issue with delayed transition when playspeed reduced.
+ General improvements with scrubbing of H.264 and mp4 movie content.
+ Fix issue with Scrub Out playmode.

**Mbox Director:**

+ Fix memory leak caused by Mbox media content with filename beginning with space character and having a space elsewhere in the filename.